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Abstract—Scientific literature, as one of the major knowledge
resources, provides abundant textual evidence that has great
potential to support high-quality scientific hypothesis validation.
In this paper, we study the problem of textual evidence mining
in scientific literature: given a scientific hypothesis as a query
triplet, find the textual evidence sentences in scientific literature
that support the input query. A critical challenge for textual
evidence mining in scientific literature is to retrieve high-quality
textual evidence without human supervision. Because it is non-
trivial to obtain a large set of human-annotated articles con-
taining evidence sentences in scientific literature. To tackle this
challenge, we propose EVIDENCEMINER, a high-quality textual
evidence retrieval method for scientific literature without human-
annotated training examples. To achieve high-quality textual
evidence retrieval, we leverage heterogeneous information from
both existing knowledge bases and massive unstructured text. We
propose to construct a large heterogeneous information network
(HIN) to build connections between the user-input queries and
the candidate evidence sentences. Based on the constructed
HIN, we propose a novel HIN embedding method that directly
embeds the nodes onto a spherical space to improve the retrieval
performance. Quantitative experiments on a huge biomedical
literature corpus (over 4 million sentences) demonstrate that
EVIDENCEMINER significantly outperforms baseline methods
for unsupervised textual evidence retrieval. Case studies also
demonstrate that our HIN construction and embedding greatly
benefit many downstream applications such as textual evidence
interpretation and synonym meta-pattern discovery.

Index Terms—textual evidence mining; heterogeneous infor-
mation network; spherical graph embedding

I. INTRODUCTION

With the vast amount of data and advanced computa-
tional technologies, scientists nowadays can generate massive
untested scientific hypotheses within a short period of time.
The generated scientific hypotheses are usually relational
triplets fitting the schema of existing knowledge bases. For
example, in Table I, (resveratrol, inhibit, pancreatic cancer)
is a scientific hypothesis indicating that “resveratrol” can
be a potential drug treatment for “pancreatic cancer”. The
generated scientific hypotheses need to be validated before
turned into real knowledge. However, manual validation could
be laborious and error-prone. To automatically validate the
massive scientific hypotheses, scientists often seek evidence
from a variety of knowledge resources, such as existing

∗The first two authors contributed equally to this work and should be
considered as joint first authors.

TABLE I
EXAMPLES OF TEXTUAL EVIDENCE SENTENCES GIVEN USER-INPUT

QUERIES AS RELATIONAL TRIPLETS.

ID Queries Textual Evidence Sentences

S1 (resveratrol, inhibit,
pancreatic cancer)

Resveratrol inhibits the growth and development
of pancreatic cancer. 3

S2 (resveratrol, inhibit,
pancreatic cancer)

Resveratrol induces apoptosis in pancreatic
cancer cells. 3

S3 (genistein, affect
cotreatment, brca1)

Both SAHA and olaparib downregulated the ex-
pression of BRCA1. 7

S4 (cldn6, increase
expression, sb431542)

SB431542 led to a decrease of the binding activ-
ity for CLDN6 promoter. 7

S5 (quercetin, increase
activity, cftr)

We sought to determine the effect of quercetin
on increasing CFTR. 7

knowledge repositories and massive unstructured text. Existing
human-curated knowledge repositories usually have limited
coverage of scientific evidence, whereas massive unstructured
text provides abundant textual evidence that has great potential
to support high-quality scientific hypothesis validation. The
textual evidence in scientific literature is defined as a claim
sentence that supports the scientific hypothesis as a query
triplet. For example Table I, S1 and S2 are textual evidence
sentences supporting the query triplet (resveratrol, inhibit,
pancreatic cancer). Sentences that either miss the query en-
tities (e.g., S3), express a different relation from the query
relation (e.g., S4) or are non-claim sentences (e.g., S5) are
not considered as textual evidence sentences. In this paper,
we study the problem of textual evidence mining in scientific
literature: given a scientific hypothesis as a query triplet, find
the textual evidence sentences from scientific literature that
support the input query.

The last several years have witnessed increasing inter-
ests and efforts in textual evidence mining (see Section II).
However, the existing methods cannot be directly applied to
our task of textual evidence mining in scientific literature.
Traditional textual evidence mining or claim mining tasks aim
to verify the claims as natural language statements whereas
our task aims to verify the scientific hypotheses as relational
triplets. Some existing methods for textual evidence mining
are supervised learning methods [21, 22, 17] assuming a set
of human-annotated articles containing evidence sentences be
given as the training examples. It is non-trivial to obtain a large
set of human-annotated training examples, especially in scien-
tific literature where expert annotations are expensive. Several
recent studies [1, 18, 38] have been proposed to use limited or
no human-annotated training data for textual evidence mining.
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However, these methods are developed for specific domains
(e.g., the online debate corpus) using heuristic rules that cannot
be directly applied to scientific literature. Another relevant
task is fact checking [31, 52, 43, 28, 15, 40, 10] that aims to
verify the correctness of the relational triplets in the knowledge
graphs with evidence from various resources such as text. Our
goal is more focused on retrieving the correct textual evidence
rather than validating the trustworthiness of the query triplets.
In summary, a critical challenge for textual evidence mining in
scientific literature is to retrieve high-quality textual evidence
without human supervision.

To tackle this challenge, we propose EVIDENCEMINER, a
high-quality textual evidence retrieval method for scientific
literature without human-annotated training examples (Figure
1). To achieve high-quality textual evidence retrieval, we
leverage heterogeneous information resources including both
existing knowledge bases (KBs) and massive unstructured text.
We propose to construct a large heterogeneous information
network (HIN) to build connections between the user-input
queries and the candidate evidence sentences using these
heterogeneous information resources. The nodes in the HIN
include the relational triplets in existing KBs, the candi-
date evidence sentences in massive unstructured text and the
words, entities and informative textual patterns automatically
extracted from both existing KBs and massive unstructured
text.

Based on the constructed HIN, we propose a novel HIN em-
bedding method to represent each node in a low-dimensional
vector space that effectively preserves the semantic similarity
between the nodes. Since the semantic similarity is obtained
as the cosine similarity in the embedding space, we propose
to directly embed the nodes onto a spherical space as a
natural adaptation to improve the similarity-based retrieval
performance. The HIN embedding is pre-computed offline to
support fast online retrieval. For online retrieval, the user-input
query is processed and connected with the nodes in the HIN.
The embedding of the query is inferred by the embeddings
of its one-hop neighbors in the HIN. The candidate evidence
sentences are ranked based on the cosine similarity between
their embeddings and the query embedding.

EVIDENCEMINER shows a great promise to extract high-
quality textual evidence in scientific literature to support a
large-scale scientific hypothesis validation. Our contributions
are summarized as follows:

• We propose EVIDENCEMINER, a high-quality textual ev-
idence retrieval method for scientific literature without
human-annotated training examples.

• To achieve a high-quality textual evidence retrieval, we
propose to construct a large HIN to leverage information
from both existing KBs and massive unstructured text and
to build connections between the input queries and the
candidate evidence sentences.

• To further improve the performance, we propose a novel
HIN embedding method that directly embeds the nodes onto
a spherical space for the cosine similarity-based retrieval.

Massive
Text

Knowledge 
Bases

Named Entity Recognition

Meta-pattern Discovery
(resveratrol, decrease activity, 

pancreatic cancer)

Textual Evidence Retrieval
1. Resveratrol inhibits the 
growth and development of 
pancreatic cancer in mice.
2. …… Heterogenous Information Network Embedding

KB Triplets SentencesMeta-patterns

Words Entities

Query

User

Query 
Processing

Online Offline

Fig. 1. The overall framework of EVIDENCEMINER.

• Quantitative experiments on a huge biomedical literature
corpus (over 4 million sentences) demonstrate that EVI-
DENCEMINER significantly outperforms baseline methods
on unsupervised textual evidence retrieval.

• Case studies also demonstrate that our HIN construction and
embedding greatly benefit many downstream applications
such as textual evidence interpretation and synonym meta-
pattern discovery.

II. RELATED WORK

Textual Evidence Mining. The last several years have wit-
nessed increasing interests and efforts in textual evidence
mining [21, 22, 17, 1, 18, 38, 2, 44]. Traditional evidence
mining or claim mining tasks aim to verify the claims as
natural language statements whereas our task aims to verify the
scientific hypotheses as relational triplets. Some tasks output
the evidence sentences labeled as positive, negative or neutral
in regard to the input claim. However, the evidence sentences
in scientific literature are usually objective statements that
do not have a strong sentiment in the opinion they hold.
Therefore, the expected output of our task is a ranked list
of sentences indicating how strongly they are coherent with
the input query. Other tasks have a similar output with our
task, such as context-dependent claim mining. Some previous
studies of context-dependent claim mining assume a small set
of human-annotated articles containing the claims be given as
the training examples, such as [17]. It is non-trivial to retrieve
the set of human-annotated articles, especially in scientific
literature where expert annotations are expensive.

Several recent studies have been proposed to use limited or
no human-annotated training data for claim mining [1, 18, 38].
Al-Khatib et al. [1] propose a distantly-supervised claim
mining method for the online debate corpus. They introduce
an argumentativeness mapping function, which coarsely maps
sentences in each section of the online debates into claims
for distant supervision. Levy et al. [18] recently propose an
unsupervised claim mining method. They define a heuristic
rule for candidate claim generation in the online debate corpus,
which assumes a claim sentence must have a preceding word
“that” in it. These distantly-supervised or unsupervised claim
mining methods are developed for specific domains (e.g., the
online debate corpus) using heuristic rules that cannot be
directly used for claim mining in scientific literature.
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Another relevant task is fact checking [31, 52, 43, 28, 15,
40, 10] that aims to verify the correctness of the relational
triplets in the knowledge graphs with evidence from various
resources such as text. For example, Defacto [15] proposes to
transform triplets in a knowledge graph to natural language
sentences, and uses a web search engine to find web pages
containing those sentences. However, the transformation from
relational triplets to natural language sentences may introduce
errors. It is more natural to match a knowledge triplet directly
against massive unstructured text. Our goal is more focused
on retrieving the correct textual evidence rather than validating
the trustworthiness of the query triplets.
Heterogeneous Information Network Embedding. Due to
the hypothesis that real-world objects and their interactions are
often multi-typed, heterogeneous information networks (HIN)
[39] have been widely used as a more generic superclass of tra-
ditional networks. HIN embedding techniques can be divided
into three major categories: random walk-based, proximity-
based, and message-passing approaches. Among random walk-
based methods, ESim [35] learns node embeddings using
meta-path guided sequence sampling and noise contrastive
estimation; Metapath2Vec [8] samples node sequences through
heterogeneous random walks following specific meta-paths;
HIN2Vec [11] exploits different types of links among nodes;
JUST [13] proposes Jump/Stay random walks that do not rely
on pre-defined meta-paths; HeteSpaceyWalk [12] introduces
a scalable embedding framework based on heterogeneous
personalized spacey random walk. Among proximity-based
methods, PTE [41] decomposes the whole network into bipar-
tite graphs and embeds nodes based on first and second order
proximities; AspEm [36] mines different aspects from the HIN
and preserves the proximity between nodes in the same aspect
instance; HEER [37] extends PTE by considering typed-
closeness. Among message passing-based methods, R-GCN
[34] extends graph convolutional networks by introducing an
edge type-aware aggregation function; HetGNN [51] assumes
that each node is associated with different features (e.g.,
attributes, text and image) and encodes these features before
aggregating them; GATNE [6] considers both transductive and
inducting settings in node embedding. One can refer to two
recent surveys [50, 9] for a more detailed introduction to these
approaches. We would like to emphasize that most of these
approaches embed nodes into a Euclidean space, while our
proposed embedding method consider a spherical space to
better model the cosine similarity between nodes.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The input to EVIDENCEMINER is a query triplet q, an
existing knowledge base Ψ with entity type schema TΨ and
a corpus of document collections D. We assume a universe
of entities E = {e} where the type of each entity mention
T (e) ∈ TΨ. The query q can be treated as a relational
triplet 〈h, r, t〉, where h ∈ E is the head entity, r is the
relation and t ∈ E is the tail entity. The relation r =
〈w1, w2, ...w|r|〉 is a sequence of words wi. The knowledge
base Ψ = {〈hΨ, rΨ, tΨ〉} can be treated as a set of relational

inhibit

significantlyupregulation apoptosis

in

$DISEASE

of

$GENE

inhibit

significantly$P(GENE) $P(DISEASE)

NER-tagged sentence: Upregulation of $GENE significantly inhibit apoptosis in $DISEASE.

Fine-grained meta-pattern: {upregulation of $GENE} inhibit {apoptosis in $DISEASE}

Coarse-grained meta-pattern: $GENE inhibit $DISEASE

Fig. 2. Example of fine-grained meta-pattern extraction.

triples, where hΨ ∈ E , rΨ = 〈w1, w2, ...w|rΨ|〉 and tΨ ∈ E .
The document D = {s1, s2, ...s|D|} is a set of sentences that
are used as candidate evidence sentences in our task. Each
sentence s = 〈w1, w2, ...e1, e2, ...〉 is a sequence containing
both words wi and entity mentions ei where the type of
each entity mention T (ei) ∈ TΨ. We define the meta-patterns
p = 〈w1, w2, ...t1, t2, ...〉 as sequences containing both words
and entity type tokens ti ∈ TΨ. The meta-patterns can be
extracted from both the triplets in the KB Ψ and the sentences
in the corpus D after replacing the entity mentions with
their corresponding entity types. We consider the problem of
ranking candidate evidence sentences s ∈ D given a user-input
query q.

Problem 1 (Textual Evidence Retrieval): Given a query q =
〈h, r, t〉, where h ∈ E is the head entity, r = 〈w1, w2, ...w|r|〉
is the relation of a word sequence and t ∈ E is the tail entity,
rank the candidate evidence sentences s ∈ D by their semantic
similarities with q.

We would like EVIDENCEMINER to develop an appropriate
representation that carries semantics for the input query and
the candidate evidence sentences. Note that we restrict the
input queries by one criterion: there exists at least one entity
or word in the query that has appeared in the input knowledge
base or the input corpus. We think this is a reasonable
restriction because if the input query does not satisfy the above
criterion, it is unlikely that any textual evidence sentence can
be retrieved from our input corpus to support this query. With
that in mind, we construct a large HIN and propose a spherical
HIN embedding technique for high-quality textual evidence
retrieval.

IV. DATA PREPARATION

The overall framework of EVIDENCEMINER is shown in
Figure 1. Given a user-input query, EVIDENCEMINER au-
tomatically generates a ranked list of evidence sentences
indicating how strongly they support the input query. EVI-
DENCEMINER has three major components: data preparation,
HIN embedding and unsuperivsed textual evidence retrieval.
The first two steps (data preparation and HIN embedding) are
pre-computed offline based on the input KB and the input
corpus. The textual evidence retrieval step is performed online
given a user-input query. In this section, we briefly discuss the
data preparation component. Taken a KB and a corpus as the
input, we conduct two steps of data preparation: named entity
recognition and meta-pattern discovery.
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$CHEMICAL induce {apoptosis of $DISEASE}

$CHEMICAL inhibit $DISEASE

$CHEMICAL:resveratrol

inhibit

$CHEMICAL:polyphenols effect

$DISEASE:pancreatic_cancer

growth

$CHEMICAL decrease 
activity $DISEASE

(resveratrol, decrease 
activity, pancreatic cancer)

Resveratrol inhibits the growth and 
development of pancreatic cancer in mice.

Resveratrol induces apoptosis in pancreatic 
cancer cells by inhibiting BCL-2 expression.

decreaseactivity

sentence
KB triplets
meta-pattern

entity
word

Fig. 3. Heterogeneous information network for explainable textual evidence
mining.

Named Entity Recognition (NER). The entities are important
connections between the input queries and the evidence sen-
tences. For the entities in the input KB, we can directly get the
entity type information from the KB schema. For the entities
in the input corpus, we use PubTator [48], a state-of-the-art
tool for biomedical named entity recognition [47, 46]. We use
three major biomedical entity types in our experiments, i.e.,
genes, chemicals and diseases.

Meta-pattern Discovery. The meta-patterns (i.e., the textual
pattern containing entity types) are not only important con-
nections between the input queries and the evidence sentences
but also potential interpretations of the retrieved evidence sen-
tences. Meta-patterns containing at least two entity types (e.g.,
“$CHEMICAL inhibit $DISEASE”) are defined as relational
meta-patterns that are used for our HIN construction. For the
meta-patterns in the input KB, we can directly get them from
the triplets by replacing the entities with their corresponding
entity types. For the meta-patterns in the input corpus, we use
CPIE [45] and WW-PIE [20], two state-of-the-art methods for
meta-pattern extraction in the biomedical literature. Moreover,
we consider the fine-grained meta-patterns that can be derived
from the nested meta-patterns extracted by WW-PIE [20].
The reason is that the coarse-grained meta-patterns do not
preserve the local properties for the entities, which can lead
to a semantic drift between the extracted meta-patterns and
the original sentences. For example, in Figure 2, a coarse-
grained meta-pattern extraction will extract “$Gene inhibit
$DISEASE” from the NER-tagged sentence. However, the
sentence in Figure 2 actually indicates “$Gene inhibit the
death of the cells in $DISEASE” that has the opposite meaning
to “$Gene inhibit $DISEASE”. The fine-grained meta-pattern
preserves both the top-level relationship (“inhibit”) and the
bottom-level entity properties (“apoptosis in $DISEASE”).
Fine-grained meta-pattern extraction is a careful way to bal-
ance the trade-off between the coverage and the accuracy of
meta-pattern matching to the input corpus.

V. HIN CONSTRUCTION AND EMBEDDING

Based on the extracted information above, we construct
a large heterogeneous information network (HIN) from the
input KB and the input corpus. A spherical HIN embedding
technique is then proposed to represent each node in a low-
dimensional vector space that best preserves the semantic
similarity between nodes. In this section, we discuss the HIN
construction and embedding steps in detail.

A. HIN Construction

An HIN is defined as a graph G = (V, E) with a node type
mapping φ : V → TV and an edge type mapping ψ : E →
TE . Either the number of node types |TV | or the number of
relation types |TE | is larger than 1. As shown in Figure 3, we
include five types of nodes in our HIN: the candidate evidence
sentences in the input corpus (s), the relational triplets in the
input KB (q), and the meta-patterns (p) and entities/words (w)1

extracted from both the input KB and the input corpus. To
capture the interactions between these nodes, we consider the
following four types of edges in our HIN.

Sentence – Entity / Word. The sentence–entity/word edges
describe the fact that two entities/words tend to have similar
semantics when they co-occur in a sentence. The edge weight
between an entity/word w and a sentence s is the term
frequency of w in s (denoted as TF (w, s)). For example,
in Figure 3, a sentence such as “resveratrol inhibits the
growth and development of pancreatic cancer” is linked with
the words “inhibit” and “growth” and the entity “$DIS-
EASE:pancreatic cancer” that appear in this sentence.

Triplet – Entity / Word. We add an edge between between a
triplet q and an entity/word w if w appears in q. For instance,
in Figure 3, the KB triplet “(resveratrol, decrease activity,
pancreatic cancer)” is linked with both its relation words (e.g.,
“activity”) and entities (e.g., “$DISEASE:pancreatic cancer”).

Meta-Pattern – Entity / Word. The meta-pattern–entity/word
edges encode pattern-level entity/word co-occurrences. To be
specific, some sentences can be matched by fine-grained meta-
patterns (e.g., “$CHEMICAL inhibit $DISEASE”), and the
edge weight between a meta-pattern p and an entity/word w is
the sum of the term frequency of w in each sentence matched
with p (i.e.,

∑
s matched with p TF (w, s)).

Entity / Word – Context. According to [25, 41], each
word in a sentence should be similar to not only the entire
sentence semantics, but also its local context. To be specific,
given a sequence of words and entities w1w2...wn, the local
context of wi is defined as C(wi, h) = {wj : i − h ≤
j ≤ i + h, i 6= j}, where h is the context window size.
For example, in Figure 3, “CHEMICAL:resveratrol” has the
context “$CHEMICAL:polyphenols” and “effect”. The edge
weight between an entity/word wi and its context wj is the
number of times that wj appears in C(wi, h).

B. Spherical HIN Embedding

Given the constructed HIN, we jointly embed different
types of nodes into the same latent space to characterize their
relationships. Being aware of edge heterogeneity, we consider
the four edge types one by one.

Sentence – Entity / Word. To preserve the proximity between
a sentence s and an entity/word w ∈ s in the joint embedding
space, inspired by the softmax function proposed in word

1We use “w” to denote both entities and words for ease of notation.
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embedding [25] and network embedding [42], we define the
following conditional probability:

p(w|s) =
exp(eTwes)∑

w′∈W exp(eTw′es)
, (1)

where ew and es are the embedding vectors of w and s,
respectively; W is the set of entities/words appearing in the
whole corpus.

Given a positive sentence–entity/word pair (s, wp) (i.e., wp

appears in s), our goal is to maximize the log-likelihood
log p(wp|s) during embedding learning. Inspired by studies
on knowledge graph embedding [5], we adopt the following
margin-based ranking loss:

max
(

0, γ + log p(wn|s)− log p(wp|s)
)
. (2)

Here, wn is a negative entity/word regarding s; γ > 0 is a
hyperparameter indicating the expected margin between the
positive pair (s, wp) and the negative pair (s, wn). Based on
the definition of p(w|s) in Eq. (1), we have

log p(wn|s)− log p(wp|s)

= log

(
exp(eTwn

es)∑
w′∈W exp(eTw′es)

)
− log

(
exp(eTwp

es)∑
w′∈W exp(eTw′es)

)
= log

(
exp(eTwn

es)
)
− log

(
exp(eTwp

es)
)

= eTwn
es − eTwp

es.

(3)

Therefore, the objective function of the sentence–entity/word
edges can be defined as follows.

JSW =
∑
s

∑
wp

∑
wn

max
(

0, γ + log p(wn|s)− log p(wp|s)
)

=
∑
s

∑
wp

∑
wn

max
(

0, γ + eTwn
es − eTwp

es

)
.

(4)

Triplet – Entity / Word. To encourage the closeness between
the triplet q and its linked entity/word w in the embedding
space, we can define the conditional probability p(w|q) in a
form similar to that in Eq. (1).

p(w|q) =
exp(eTweq)∑

w′∈W exp(eTw′eq)
, (5)

where eq is the triplet embedding. Then, following the deriva-
tion above, the objective function of the triplet–entity/word
edges is

JTW =
∑
q

∑
wp

∑
wn

max
(

0, γ + eTwn
eq − eTwp

eq

)
. (6)

Meta-Pattern – Entity / Word. The meta-pattern–entity/word
part is similar to the previous two edge types. We first define
p(w|p) using the softmax function, and then adopt the margin-
based ranking loss:

JPW =
∑
p

∑
wp

∑
wn

max
(

0, γ + eTwn
ep − eTwp

ep

)
. (7)

Here, ep denotes the meta-pattern embedding.
Entity / Word – Context. To model the relationship between
each word and its context, Mikolov et al. [25] propose the
Skip-Gram model where C(wi, h) is predicted given the center
word wi. Following [25], we define the following conditional
probability:

p(C(wi, h)|wi) =
∏

wj∈C(wi,h)

exp(cTwj
ewi)∑

w′∈W exp(cTw′ewi)
. (8)

Note that each word w has two embedding vectors in Eq. (8):
ew when w is viewed as a center word and cw when w is a
context word [25].

To maximize the log-likelihood log p(C(wi, h)|wi), we
adopt the margin-based ranking loss again. For each positive
pair (w,wp) where wp ∈ C(w, h), we generate a negative pair
(w,wn), and the loss function can be defined as

JWW =
∑
w

∑
wp

∑
wn

max
(

0, γ + cTwn
ew − cTwp

ew

)
. (9)

Given the objective of each edge type, our embedding
learning process can be formulated as a joint optimization
problem as follows.

min
{ew},{es},{eq},{ep},{cw}

J = JSW + JTW + JPW + JWW ,

s.t. ||ew||2 = ||es||2 = ||eq||2 = ||ep||2 = ||cw||2 = 1.
(10)

Note that we impose an L2-norm constraint that all embed-
dings should be unit vectors. In other words, our embedding
space is a high-dimensional sphere. Therefore, the embedding
learning step here is different from many existing HIN em-
bedding approaches in the Euclidean space [35, 8, 11, 50].
We propose this spherical HIN embedding objective for two
reasons: (1) Many downstream tasks in both text mining
[16, 49] and network mining [35, 8] can be formulated as
a similarity search problem in the embedding space. In these
cases, the embedding vectors will be normalized onto a sphere
to calculate their cosine similarity. In our EVIDENCEMINER
framework, we will face the same problem of cosine similar-
ity calculation in text evidence retrieval (see Section VI-B).
Therefore, we propose to directly embed the nodes onto a
spherical space. In fact, this strategy has proved to be effective
in text embedding [23]. (2) Without these constraints, the gap
between positive and negative pairs (e.g., eTwn

es−eTwp
es) can

approach −∞ when ||es||2 becomes arbitrarily large, which
makes the optimization problem trivial.
Optimization. Directly computing the embedding objective
(or its gradient) requires summing over all entities/words,
sentences, triplets and meta-patterns, which is computationally
expensive for large-scale datasets. Therefore, we adopt the
sampling technique introduced in [42, 41]. At each iteration,
we alternatively sample from the four types of positive pairs
(i.e., (s, wp), (q, wp), (p, wp) and (wp, w)) according to the
edge weights. For each positive pair (e.g., (s, wp)), we sample
a negative pair (e.g., (s, wn)) from the noise distribution
[25, 42]. Then we can calculate the Euclidean gradient ∇EJ
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of the embedding vectors based on the positive and negative
pairs. Given that all embedding vectors reside on a sphere,
we apply the Riemannian stochastic gradient method [4]
for optimization. Specifically, we calculate the Riemannian
gradient ∇R on a sphere based on the Euclidean gradient ∇E

according to the following equation [23]:

∇RJ (e) = (I − eeT )∇EJ (e). (11)

Using the Riemannian gradient, we can update the embedding
vectors in the spherical space. For more details, one can refer
to the work on spherical text embedding [23, 24].

VI. UNSUPERIVSED TEXTUAL EVIDENCE RETRIEVAL

The above two steps (data preparation and HIN embedding)
are pre-computed offline to support fast online retrieval. Given
a user-input query, we automatically retrieve the textual evi-
dence online by generating a ranked list of sentences indicating
how strongly they support the input query. In this section, we
discuss the query processing and textual evidence retrieval in
detail.

A. Query Processing

Given a user-input query, the query is first processed and
connected with the nodes in the constructed HIN. The em-
bedding of the query is inferred by one-hop neighbors of the
query in the HIN.

Query-HIN Connections. The input queries should be in a
format of relational triplets that later can be added into the
existing knowledge bases. Given an input query, we first try to
match the query entities and the query relation words directly
to the constructed HIN. The matched query entities and words
will build edges between the input query and the candidate
evidence sentence in the constructed HIN. As we discussed
in Section III, we assume there exists at least one entity or
word in the query that can be matched to the constructed HIN.
Otherwise, it is unlikely that any textual evidence sentences
can be extracted from our input corpus to support this query.

Query Embedding. After the query is connected with the
nodes in the constructed HIN, we infer the query embedding
based on its one-hop neighbors in the HIN. To be specific,
we calculate the query embedding eq based on the node
embeddings ew, where w are the one-hop neighbors of the
query q in the HIN (denoted as N(q)).

eq =
1

|N(q)|
∑

w∈N(q)

ew. (12)

The query embedding is a maximum likelihood estimator that
maximize the probability of this query generating all its one-
hop neighbors in the HIN.

B. Unsuperivsed Textual Evidence Retrieval

After we get the query embedding, we generate a ranked
list of evidence sentences based on the semantic similarity
between the input query and the candidate evidence sentences
in the input corpus. We use the cosine similarity to measure the

semantic similarity between the query and the sentences in the
HIN, which is also our motivation to directly embed the nodes
onto a spherical space. In particular, we rank the sentences s
for the input query q with a similarity score S(q, s):

S(q, s) =
eTq es

‖eq‖‖es‖
. (13)

For example, in Figure 3, the sentence “resveratrol induces
apoptosis in pancreatic cancer cells by inhibiting BCL-2
expression” could be a retrieved textual evidence for a query
such as “(resveratrol, decrease activity, pancreatic cancer)”.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of EVI-
DENCEMINER in unsupervised textual evidence retrieval. We
compare the textual evidence retrieval performance of EVI-
DENCEMINER with three types of baseline methods. We also
conduct case studies to demonstrate that our HIN embedding
greatly benefits many downstream applications such as textual
evidence interpretation and synonym meta-pattern discovery.

A. Experimental Setup

Datasets. To test the effectiveness of EVIDENCEMINER,
we collect a huge biomedical literature corpus (a subset of
PubMed2) that contains the most recent 20 years’ publica-
tions for Molecular Biology3. This corpus contains 512,316
abstracts with 4,657,908 sentences and is used as our input
corpus. We choose a widely used biomedical knowledge
base (Comparative Toxicogenomics Database4) as our input
knowledge base. CTD contains 29,754,943 relational triplets
for three major biomedical entity types (i.e., genes, chemicals
and diseases). Based on the input corpus and knowledge base,
we randomly selected 122 triplets from CTD and retrieved
all the candidate evidence sentences by a simple keyword
matching. Then we ask domain experts (graduate students
in biomedicine) to manually label all the candidate evidence
sentences as correct or not for each input query. Among all
the 122 query triplets, 91 of them have at least one retrieved
evidence sentence labeled as correct. So we use the 91 queries
to compare the performance of different baseline methods in
the following experiments. Interestingly, we observe that more
than 80% of the queries have only one or two textual evidence
sentences labeled as correct in our input corpus. It indicates
the sparsity of textual evidence in our task, which requires
the textual evidence retrieval methods to be highly accurate in
order to achieve an effective retrieval performance. A detailed
discussion of the queries used in our experiments can be found
in Section VIII.

Evaluation Metrics. We apply standard IR metrics to compare
the textual evidence retrieval performance as follows:
• Average Precision@k: average of precision at k for each
〈q, s〉.

2https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/
3https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nlmcatalog/?term=Molecular+Biology%5Bst%5D
4http://ctdbase.org
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE UNSUPERIVSED TEXTUAL EVIDENCE RETRIEVAL

PERFORMANCE WITH BASELINE METHODS.

Method Precision nDCG Recall
@1 @2 @1 @2 @1 @2

BM25 0.544 0.406 0.544 0.622 0.452 0.624
LDA 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.034 0.022 0.034

Sent2Vec 0.067 0.044 0.067 0.072 0.049 0.071
Sentence-BERT 0.189 0.144 0.189 0.211 0.131 0.202

TransE 0.111 0.006 0.111 0.111 0.111 0.111
DeepWalk 0.589 0.422 0.589 0.638 0.458 0.617

LINE (1st order) 0.289 0.194 0.289 0.301 0.232 0.284
LINE (2nd order) 0.556 0.394 0.556 0.607 0.454 0.595

ESim 0.356 0.239 0.356 0.349 0.246 0.315
Metapath2Vec 0.300 0.228 0.300 0.339 0.228 0.338

EVIDENCEMINER 0.622 0.417 0.622 0.653 0.502 0.630

• Average nDCG@k: average of normalized discounted cu-
mulative gain at k for each 〈q, s〉.

• Average Recall@k: average of recall at k for each 〈q, s〉.
Baseline Methods. We compare EVIDENCEMINER with three
types of baseline methods for unsuperivsed textual evidence
retrieval as follows:
• Traditional IR methods: We use BM25 [33] and Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] as the representative tradi-
tional IR methods. For the LDA baseline, we consider the
cosine similarity between LDA-assigned weights for both
documents and queries to rank the relevant documents.

• Text embedding-based methods: We use Sent2Vec [27] and
Sentence-BERT [32] as the representative text embedding-
based methods. Sent2Vec is an extension of the CBOW
word embedding model [25] which learns distributed repre-
sentations of sentences. Sentence-BERT uses a pre-trained
sentence transformer model to encode the corpus sentences
and queries using BERT [7].

• Graph embedding-based methods: We use both homo-
geneous graph embedding methods (DeepWalk [30] and
LINE [42]) and heterogeneous graph embedding methods
(TransE [5], ESim [35] and Metapath2Vec [8]) as representa-
tive graph embedding-based methods. EVIDENCEMINER is
also a heterogeneous graph embedding-based method. Some
related work of HIN embedding is introduced in Section II.

B. Performance of Unsuperivsed Textual Evidence Retrieval

To demonstrate the effectiveness of EVIDENCEMINER in
unsupervised textual evidence retrieval, we compare EVI-
DENCEMINER with the baseline methods using the standard
IR evaluation metrics (Precision@1,2, nDCG@1,2 and Re-
call@1,2). The results are shown in Table II.

In general, the traditional keyword-based retrieval methods
and the graph embedding-based methods both perform better
than the text-embedding based methods. One reason that the
text-embedding based methods do not perform well could be
that these methods capture the overall semantics of the query
as a whole instead of paying special attention to the concrete
query entities. As a result, their top-retrieved sentences may
have a close semantic meaning with the query relation but
miss some query entities. Comparing the traditional keyword-
based retrieval methods and the graph embedding-based meth-
ods, the graph embedding methods show better performance

ID HIN node
q1 (cftr, therapeuti, amikacin)
q2 (trpm8, increase activity, icilin)
q3 (nahs, decrease expression, angii)

s1 Amikacin may be a superior choice for suppression therapy 
in patients that carry a premature stop mutation in CFTR.

s2 Icilin is recognized as a chemical agonist of nociceptors 
and can activate TRPM8 channels. 

s3 The pretreatment of HUVECs mimicked the inhibitory 
effect of NaHS on the expression of p65 induced by AngII.

mp1 $GENE therapeuti $CHEMICAL
mp2 $GENE increase {activity $CHEMICAL}
mp3 $CHEMICAL increase {$GENE activity}
mp4 $CHEMICAL decrease {expression $GENE}
mp5 $CHEMICAL decrease {elevated $GENE levels}

Case 1

Case 3

Case 2

Fig. 4. Embeddings of queries and retrieved evidence sentences with
interpretable meta-patterns generated by tSNE.

(e.g., DeepWalk, LINE (2nd order) and EVIDENCEMINER
outperform BM25). Among all the baseline graph embedding
methods, DeepWalk and LINE (2nd order) show the best
performance. The reason that TransE does not perform well
could be that our graph is not a knowledge graph and do not
have different types on the edges. The reason that the baseline
HIN embedding methods (e.g., Metapath2Vec) do not perform
well could be that their embeddings are obtained based on
human-defined meta-paths in the HIN. The human-defined
meta-paths may not be inclusive enough on our large HIN.
Also, we use equal weights for all the meta-paths and do not
consider their different effectiveness. Among all the methods,
EVIDENCEMINER is the most competitive for unsupervised
textual evidence retrieval. The reason that EVIDENCEMINER
achieves a good performance could be that EVIDENCEMINER
effectively leverages the heterogeneous information from both
the input KBs and input corpus. Moreover, the proposed
spherical HIN embedding could be a more natural fit for
the cosine similarity-based retrieval tasks. If we change the
spherical embedding in EVIDENCEMINER to a Euclidean
embedding, the performance is close to LINE (2nd order).

C. HIN Embedding Applications

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of EVIDENCEM-
INER HIN embedding, we conduct case studies to show
that our HIN embedding greatly benefits many downstream
applications. In this section, we discuss two interesting ap-
plications: textual evidence interpretation and synonym meta-
pattern discovery.
Textual Evidence Interpretation. Since all the heterogeneous
information is embedded into the same space, we can interpret
the top-retrieved evidence sentences by their most closely
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TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THE SYNONYM META-PATTERN DISCOVERY

PERFORMANCE.

Method Precision Recall
@5 @10 @20 @5 @10 @20

PATTY+ 0.560 0.660 0.330 0.160 0.368 0.368
TruePIE 0.680 0.600 0.430 0.198 0.357 0.504

EVIDENCEMINER 0.919 0.840 0.580 0.264 0.473 0.644

related meta-patterns. We also use the cosine similarity to
measure the node similarity between the sentences and meta-
patterns in the HIN.

We show some case studies in Figure 4 of the generated
explanations with meta-patterns in our HIN. For example,
in case 1, the top-retrieved sentence “Amikacin may be a
superior choice for suppression therapy in patients that carry a
premature stop mutation in CFTR” has a most closely related
meta-pattern “$GENE therapeuti $CHEMICAL”, which very
well explains why it is retrieved as a top evidence for the query
“(cftr, therapeuti, amikacin)”. Similarly, in case 2, the top-
retrieved sentence “Icilinis recognized as a chemical agonist
of nociceptors and can activate TRPM8 channels” has a
most closely related meta-pattern “$GENE increase activity
$CHEMICAL”, which very well explains why it is retrieved as
a top evidence for the query “(trpm8, increase activity, icilin)”.
Also, in case 3, the top-retrieved sentence “The pretreatment of
HUVECs mimicked the inhibitory effect of NaHS on the ex-
pression of p65 induced by AngII” has the most closely related
meta-patterns “$CHEMICAL decrease expression $GENE”
and “$CHEMICAL decrease elevated $GENE levels”, which
very well explains why it is retrieved as a top evidence for
the query “(nahs, decrease expression, angii)”. The meta-
patterns in the HIN not only help build connections between
the input queries and candidate evidence sentences but also
give additional interpretations to our retrieval results. The
interpretation of the retrieved textual evidence has not been
addressed by existing methods. It is key to the evidence
usability in the scientific domain.

Synonym Meta-pattern Discovery. Another interesting ap-
plication is synonym meta-pattern discovery. Meta-pattern
discovery [14] is an important task for pattern-based open
information extraction. It aims to automatically extract massive
structured relationships from text without any pre-defined
relation types. One major challenge for the existing meta-
pattern discovery methods is to effectively group synonym
meta-patterns together to reduce the pattern redundancy for
downstream applications such as knowledge base completion.
We compare EVIDENCEMINER with two baseline methods
and found our HIN embedding is much more effective for
synonym meta-pattern grouping. Here we only consider unsu-
pervised synonym meta-pattern grouping methods based on
the entities extracted by the meta-patterns and the relation
words in the meta-patterns.
• PATTY+ [26]: PATTY is a feature-based method that

discovery synonym meta-patterns by their common entity
extractions. Since the common entity extractions are usually

sparse in scientific literature, PATTY almost cannot find
any synonym patterns in our corpus. We enhance it as
PATTY+ that represents each meta-pattern with both its
entity extractions and relation words.

• TruePIE [19]: TruePIE is a text embedding-based method
that represents each pattern as the concatenation of two
text embedding vectors: the average word embedding of the
relation words and the average transE embedding between
the head and the tail entities. It measures the meta-pattern
similarity by the cosine similarity between two meta-pattern
embedding vectors.

• EVIDENCEMINER: EVIDENCEMINER is our HIN
embedding-based method. For a fair comparison, the
HIN embedding used here is obtained from a sub-graph
in our original HIN that only includes the nodes of the
meta-patterns, the entities extracted by the meta-patterns
and the relation words in the meta-patterns.

We evaluate the synonym meta-pattern grouping results by
manually labeling the top-20 meta-patterns in text retrieved
by each baseline method given 10 seed meta-patterns in
the knowledge base. We compare the performance using
standard IR evaluation metrics (Precision@5,10,20 and Re-
call@5,10,20) in Table III and Table IV. From Table III, we
observe that EVIDENCEMINER performs substantially better
than PATTY+ and TruePIE for synonym meta-pattern discov-
ery. Since the features are usually very sparse in scientific
literature, PATTY+ often has a low recall for meta-pattern
grouping. TruePIE relies heavily on the relation word embed-
dings, which ignores the local context of the extracted entities
and leads to a semantic drift for the synonym meta-pattern
grouping. For example, in Table IV, the top results of TruePIE
for the seed meta-pattern “$CHEMICAL increase abundance
$GENE” is “{limited availability of $CHEMICAL} increase
$GENE” that has exactly the opposite meaning due to the
local context “limited availability”. Although TruePIE also
includes the transE embedding between the head and the tail
entities, this embedding can be noisy because there is no clear
direction between the head and tail entities of the scientific
triplets. EVIDENCEMINER not only has better performance
for meta-pattern grouping but also produce more diverse
grouping results. For example, in Table IV, the top results
of EVIDENCEMINER for the seed meta-pattern “$CHEMICAL
decrease activity $DISEASE” include “$CHEMICAL decrease
$DISEASE cell”, “$CHEMICAL decrease $DISEASE cell
adhesion and migration” and “$CHEMICAL decrease $DIS-
EASE growth”.

VIII. DISCUSSION

As we mentioned in Section VII-A, more than 80% of
the queries have only one or two textual evidence sentences
labeled as correct in our input corpus. According to the
domain experts, one reason could be that we are dealing with
highly specific query triplets (e.g., (nahs, decrease expression,
angii)) in scientific research instead of general query triplets
(e.g., (smoking, cause, cancer)) in the news or social media.
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TABLE IV
TOP-5 SYNONYM META-PATTERNS IN TEXT GIVEN A SEED META-PATTERN IN THE KNOWLEDGE BASE.

$CHEMICAL increase abundance $GENE
PATTY+ TruePIE EVIDENCEMINER

{treatment with $CHEMICAL} increase
$GENE 3

{limited availability of $CHEMICAL} increase $GENE 7 $CHEMICAL increase {the $GENE gene expression}
3

{transactivation of $GENE} increase
$CHEMICAL 7

$CHEMICAL increase {the level of $GENE} 3 {the drug, CHEMICAL,} increase {the expression of
$GENE} 3

{ICV injection of $GENE} increase
$CHEMICAL 7

$CHEMICAL increase {$GENE levels} 3 $GENE increase {the chemotherapeutic drug
$CHEMICAL} 7

$CHEMICAL increase {$GENE activity} 3 $GENE increase {the intracellular levels of $CHEMICAL} 7 $CHEMICAL increase {$GENE stability} 3
{expression of $GENE} increase

$CHEMICAL 7
$CHEMICAL increase {the level stability of $GENE} 3 $CHEMICAL increase {$GENE expression} 3

$CHEMICAL decrease response to substance $GENE
PATTY+ TruePIE EVIDENCEMINER

$CHEMICAL decrease {$GENE secretion} 3 {$CHEMICAL from folium isatidis} decrease {$GENE
expression} 3

$CHEMICAL response bind $GENE 7

$CHEMICAL decrease {$GENE production}
3

{stimulation with $CHEMICAL alone} increase {basal
$GENE secretion} 7

{$CHEMICAL treatment of cells} decrease {$GENE
expression} 3

$CHEMICAL response bind $GENE 7 {chronic inhibition of $GENE} increase {$CHEMICAL
synthesis} 7

$CHEMICAL treatment decrease {$GENE expression}
3

$CHEMICAL decrease {$GENE expression}
3

{$CHEMICAL compound} decrease {$GENE protein
levels} 3

$CHEMICAL decrease {$GENE expression} 3

{a decrease in $GENE} mediate
$CHEMICAL 7

$CHEMICAL decrease {basal $GENE transport activity} 3 $CHEMICAL decrease {$GENE production} 3

$CHEMICAL decrease activity $DISEASE
PATTY+ TruePIE EVIDENCEMINER

{$DISEASE activity} of $CHEMICAL 7 {$CHEMICAL treatment} result in {the $DISEASE
activity} 7

$CHEMICAL decrease {activity $DISEASE} 3

$CHEMICAL decrease {$DISEASE growth}
3

{the addition of $CHEMICAL} decrease $DISEASE 3 {treatment with $CHEMICAL} decrease {$DISEASE
cells} 3

{$CHEMICAL treatment} decrease
$DISEASE 3

$CHEMICAL decrease {$DISEASE growth}3 $CHEMICAL decrease {$DISEASE cell} 3

$CHEMICAL decrease {$DISEASE growth
in MKR} 3

$CHEMICAL decrease {$DISEASE growth in MKR} 3 $CHEMICAL decrease {$DISEASE cell adhesion and
migration} 3

$CHEMICAL decrease {$DISEASE cell} 3 {$CHEMICAL treatment} decrease $DISEASE 3 $CHEMICAL decrease {$DISEASE growth} 3

Considering that we are randomly sampling from about 30 mil-
lion queries to find evidence from about 4 million sentences,
this sparsity of the ground-truth evidence sentences can be
expected. Another reason could be that we are only dealing
with explicit evidence within one sentence without considering
implicit evidence that could span multiple sentences. Among
all the textual evidence in the biomedical literature, more
than half of them span multiple sentences [29]. This is one
limitation of our current work that could not deal with cross-
sentence evidence retrieval. It could be an interesting problem
that can be explored in the future.

As we mentioned in Section I, it is non-trivial to retrieve
a large set of human-annotated articles for textual evidence
retrieval, especially in scientific literature where expert anno-
tations are expensive. Therefore, we are conducting textual ev-
idence retrieval under the unsupervised setting and we do not
compare the performance with the supervised methods (e.g.,
supervised text-embedding or supervised graph embedding).
However, it could be an interesting direction to explore if
some weak or distant supervision can be further incorporated
to improve the textual evidence retrieval performance.

IX. CONCLUSION

We studied the problem of textual evidence mining in scien-
tific literature: given a scientific hypothesis as a query triplet,
find the textual evidence sentences in scientific literature that
support the input query. We propose EVIDENCEMINER, a
novel method for unsuperivsed textual evidence retrieval in
scientific literature without human-annotated training exam-

ples. To achieve high-quality textual evidence retrieval, We
propose to construct a large HIN that leverages heterogeneous
information from both existing knowledge bases and massive
unstructured text to build connections between the user-input
queries and the candidate evidence sentences. Based on the
constructed HIN, we propose a novel HIN embedding method
that directly embeds the nodes onto a spherical space to
improve the unsupervised retrieval performance. Quantitative
experiments on a huge biomedical literature corpus demon-
strate that EVIDENCEMINER significantly outperforms base-
line methods for unsupervised textual evidence retrieval. Case
studies also demonstrate that our HIN embedding greatly ben-
efits many downstream applications such as textual evidence
interpretation and synonym meta-pattern discovery. Further
improvements can be explored such as improving the method
for finding textual evidence across multiple sentences.
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